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Abstract
We discuss the impact of inductive reasoning on the rough set to concept approxima-
tion. In inductive reasoning one cannot dene inclusion degrees of object neighbor-
hoods directly into the target concepts but only into some neighborhoods relevant to
such concepts. Such degrees together with degrees of inclusion of patterns in target
concepts make it possible to dene outputs of classiers for new classied objects.
We show how among formulas used for classier construction from decision rules
one can search for new patterns relevant for the incremental concept approximation.
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1 Introduction: Rough Sets and Inductive Reasoning
In inductive reasoning we would like to approximate concepts over a universe
of objects, say U
1
; wider than the universe U of objects in a given decision
system. In other words, assuming U  U
1
; we would like to approximate
concepts over U
1
which are extensions of decision classes in a given decision
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system. In this section, we present the relevant approximation spaces for such
concepts, and show how to induce classiers approximating those concepts.
We also discuss the relationships between the whole process and dierent
approaches pursued in the elds lik e machine learning, pattern recognition,
data mining and knowledge discovery [7,4,5,15,16,21].
The main observation is that, in the considered case, it is necessary to
induce also a relevant approximation space. Such a space is usually dierent
from the partition dened b y the conditional attributes of a given decision
system. It consists of some subsets of U
1
; called neighborhoods of objects.
It should be emphasized that neighborhoods usually create a cov ering ofU
1
;
not necessarily a partition. They are dened b y patterns chosen from some
relevant pattern languages. In practical applications it is often necessary to
specify a data model using a particular description in a pattern language.
Moreover, the description usually is consistent only on a given part of the
model, since the whole original model is often only partially specied.
4
In
order to indicate that a giv enmodel is specied b y a particular description,
we use the term description model.
The structure of the pattern languages and the patterns themselves should
be discov ered. The whole process is quite complex and is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 , where:
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Fig. 1. Approximation space and classier construction using rough sets.

A = (U;A; d) denotes a decision system

A
train
and A
test
are training and testing subsystems of A, respectively

L = fL
i
g
i2I
is afamily of pattern languages

Q = fQ
j
g
j2J
is a family of quality measures for description models

M is a description model cov ering objects in U
4
We will discuss this issue in more detail later in this section.
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
C is a classier obtained form M and cov ering the (almost) whole universe
U
1
.
Elements of L
i
are formulas called patterns. Patterns dene, in a given
decision system, sets of objects in which they are satised. Description models
describe decision classes of A, b y using patterns from L
i
and some inclusion
measures of those patterns in decision classes. The description models can be
built by means of, e.g., decision rules ov er descriptors from L
i
:
Quality measures can be used as criteria for tuning the model. For a given
L
i
and Q
j
, one can search for a description model using patterns from L
i
which is (sub-) optimal with respect to the measure Q
j
: Howev er,the goal is
to induce the relevant description model for the induced classier, cov ering
the whole universe of objects.
This, in particular, makes it necessary to tune parameters of the description
quality measure. There are many ways to specify quality measures. F or
example, a measure Q
j
, can be specied using the minimum description length
principle [13,20], where one estimates the quality of approximation, as well as
the size of the description model dened. The minimum description length
principle requires the choice of a description of the smallest size from among
those descriptions with the same approximation quality. In this case, the
quality measure depends on two arguments. The rst argument represents
the quality of approximation (e.g., using the positive region of decision classes
or entropy measure). The second argument represents the measures based on
the model size. A proper balance between these two arguments is generally
obtained using training data. The tuning may involve thresholds for degrees
of inclusion of patterns from L
i
in decision classes or for the positive region
size. The use of the notion of inclusion to a satisfactory degree allows one to
reduce the size of the positive region description compared with descriptions
based on crisp inclusion.
The whole process, presented in Figure 1, can be viewed as a search for a
relevant approximation space. As we have mentioned before, such an approx-
imation space consists of neighborhoods of objects from U . Certainly, such an
approximation space is more general than what is discussed in [11].
The induced description model should be extended to a classier of all
objects from the whole universe of objects U
1
, not only from U (the reader
is referred, e.g., to [7,17] for the denition of classiers). Recall that for any
object to be classied, it is necessary to compute its degree of inclusion in any
pattern from the description model. In the case of new objects (outside of U),
these degrees can suggest conicting decisions and, together with the degrees
of pattern inclusion in decision classes, create input for a conict resolution
strategy necessary to compute the classier output.
Next, the induced classier is tested on objects from A
test
: Information
Q
info
about the classier behavior is returned from the classier quality es-
timation module. If Q
info
shows that the classier quality is unsatisfactory,
it is used to tune parameters in dierent modules presented in Figure 1 and
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to reconstruct the classier to obtain a new one with a better quality. In ad-
dition, matching strategies for objects and patterns as well as parameters for
conict resolution strategy can also be tuned. The parameters inv olv ed in the
tuning process can, for instance, be inclusion degree thresholds, parameters
characterizing approximation quality or parameters measuring the description
model size.
As a typical example, one can consider the language of patterns consisting
of conjunctions of descriptors over a selected set of attributes. More complex
pattern language can include conjunctions of formulas that are disjunctions of
descriptor conjunctions.
1.1 Classiers
An important class of information granules create classiers. The classier
construction from DT can be described as follows:
(i) First, one can construct granules G
j
corresponding to each particular
decision j = 1; : : : ; r b y taking a collection fg
ij
: i = 1; : : : ; k
j
g of left
hand sides of decision rules for a given decision.
(ii) Let E be a set of elementary granules (e.g., dened b y conjunction of
descriptors) over A = (U;A): We can now consider a granule denoted by
Match(e; G
1
; : : : ; G
r
)
for any e 2 E that is a collection of coeÆcients "
ij
where "
ij
= 1 if the
set of objects dened b y e in A is included in the meaning of g
ij
in A,
i.e., Sem
A
(e)  Sem
A
(g
ij
) and 0, otherwise. Hence, the coeÆcient "
ij
is
equal to 1 if and only if the granule e matches in A the granule g
ij
:
(iii) Let us now denote b yConflict res an operation (resolving conict be-
tween decision rules recognizing elementary granules) dened on granules
of the form Match(e; G
1
; : : : ; G
r
) with values in the set of possible deci-
sions 1; : : : ; r: Hence,
Conflict res(Match(e; G
1
; : : : ; G
r
))
is equal to the decision predicted b ythe classier
Conflict res(Match(; G
1
; : : : ; G
r
))
on the input granule e:
Hence, classiers are special cases of information granules. P arametersto
be tuned are voting strategies, matching strategies of objects against rules as
well as other parameters like closeness of granules in the target granule.
The classier construction is illustrated in Figure 2 where three sets of
decision rules are presented for the decision values 1; 2; 3; respectively. Hence,
we hav er = 3: To avoid too many indices in Figure 2, we write 
i
instead of g
i1
;

i
instead of g
i2
; and 
i
instead of g
i3
; respectively .Moreover, "
1
; "
2
; "
3
; denote
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Fig. 2. Classiers as Information Granules
"
1;1
; "
2;1
; "
3;1
; "
4
; "
5
; "
6
; "
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denote "
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; "
2;2
; "
3;2
; "
4;2
; and "
8
; "
9
denote "
1;3
; "
2;3
;
respectively .
The reader can now easily describe more complex classiers b ymeans of
information granules. F or example, one can consider soft instead of crisp inclu-
sion between elementary information granules representing classied objects
and the left hand sides of decision rules or soft matching between recognized
objects and left hand sides of decision rules.
2 Pattern Extraction from Classiers
We hav ediscussed the classier structure. In particular, we hav e emphasized
a complex problem of classier optimization. There are many parameters to
be tuned in classier optimization. They are related, e.g., to decision rules
used to build description models of concepts on a given set of training cases,
to matching strategies of objects and rules, to conict resolution strategies
resolving conicts between decision votes of rules matched by classied objects.
We would like to illustrate a tuning process of parameters at the very end
of classier construction when conict resolution strategy is used.
F orsimplicity, let us consider a case of classier for a one concept and
binary decisions fyes; nog for such concept. The reader can easily extend our
example to the case when classication is done with respect to more concepts
or moredecision values like I don't know.
In discussing description models we hav e observed that these models can
be exact for sets of training cases (i.e., they can exactly dene a concept
restricted to training cases). Howev er, if the same description models are
used for classication of new cases their classication quality is unsatisfactory.
Hence, we hav e suggested that it is necessary to search among description
models for models better predisposed for classifying new objects. Quite often,
24
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b y choosing relevant models not exactly describing a given concept on the
set of training cases one can nally construct classier with high classication
quality. Such description models should make it possible to construct patterns
relevant for the target concept approximation, i.e., patterns which are included
in concept or in its complement not only on the set of training cases but also
with a high chance on sets of unseen so far, new cases. It is important to
note that searching for such models is based on some inductive h ypotheses,
which are not necessarily satised for a given data set. Hence, this search
process often makes it necessary to use dierent optimization criteria based
on dierent such hypotheses to be able nally to discov er a relevant model for
a given data set. One such hypothesis can be based on the minimal description
length principle.
We would like to illustrate the above idea by showing how one can extract
patterns relevant for concept approximation b y tuning of parameters in a
conict resolution strategy.
Assume, the values of an exemplary classier for a given concept are based
on two weights w
+
and w
 
. The weights are functions of objects and use as
parameters the set of (minimal) decision rules [6] derived for decisions yes and
no from a giv entraining decision table and a matching strategy. The value
w
+
(x) for a given object x is equal to the ratio of the number of all objects
satisfying the left hand sides of decision rules matched b y x b y the n umber
of objects in the decision class corresponding to the decision value yes. More
formally
w
+
(x) =
j
S
fklh(r)k
A
tr
: x 2 klh(r)k
A
tr
and rh(r) is equal to d = yesgj
jkd = yesk
A
tr
j
where lh(r); rh(r) denote the left and right hand side of the decision rules r,
respectively; A
tr
is the training decision table for the considered concept with
binary decision d having the value setV
d
= fyes; nog:
The weight w
+
(x) expresses a vote strength for yes for decision rules
matching x: It summarizes the strength of all decision rules matching (rec-
ognizing) the object x and v oting for the decision yes: The strength is nor-
malized b y the size of the decision class corresponding to yes: The weight
w
 
(x) is dened analogously for the decision value no: In literature one can
nd many other v oting strategies used in classier construction (cf. [21 ]).
Our inductive h ypothesis, based on intuition behind constructed weights,
is the follo wing one.One can expect that if for a given object x the value of
the dierence w
+
(x)  w
 
(x) is positive but too small than the prediction of
the decision yes in such a case will be risky because arguments for the decision
yes and against the decision yes are almost indistinguishable. It means, that
there is a high chance (even if not for the training table than for a test set
consisting of new cases) that among cases with a small (absolute) value of
dierence w
+
(x)   w
 
(x) are cases with the real decision yes and cases with
the real decision no:
In the simplest case, if, e.g., w
+
(x) > 0 and w
 
(x) = 0 then one can
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predict the decision value yes: Similarly for the decision value no: In case
when both weights for an object are positive one can classify object to the
boundary region. Howev er, using such a strategy we usually obtain a large
boundary region. Hence, one can look for more sophisticated strategies for
resolving conict between weights. Below we present an example of such a
strategy assuming that both weights are non-negative.
One can choose an optimization strategy based on two positive thresh-
olds t
1
; t
2
and search for as small as possible values of them such that if
w
+
(x)   w
 
(x)  t
1
or w
 
(x)   w
+
(x)  t
2
then taking the decision yes
or no; respectively, on the basis of the dierence of weights is not risky.
In other words the patterns dened b y constraints w
+
(x)   w
 
(x)  t
1
or
w
 
(x)   w
+
(x)  t
2
are relevant, i.e., sets of objects satisfying them are
included in the decision class corresponding to yes and no; respectively. Op-
timization of t
1
; t
2
can be treated as a minimization of the boundary region
(dened b yc).
Now one can consider an exemplary classier c as a condition attribute
with two parameters t
1
; t
2
and the value set V
c
= f0; 1; ?; don
0
t knowg dened
b y
c(x) =
8
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
don
0
t know if w
+
(x) = w
 
(x) = 0
1 if w
+
(x)  w
 
(x)  t
1
0 if w
 
(x)  w
+
(x)  t
2
? if   t
2
< w
+
(x)  w
 
(x) < t
1
It is necessary to choose some criteria for tuning of the parameters t
1
; t
2
:
For example, one can search for parameters t
1
; t
2
such that patterns dened
b y the descriptors c = 1 and c = 0 are supported b y as large as possible
number of objects and are included in the decision classes dened b yyes and
no; respectively . In this way,the boundary region dened b y the descriptor
c =? is minimized and at the same time the lower approximations for the
concept small and its complement are maximized.
The approximations of the concept are calculated on the set of objects
from a giv endecision table for which the value of the attribute c is dierent
from don
0
t know:
In general, on new cases the constructed patterns will be not exactly in-
cluded in the decision classes but usually we are satised if they will be in-
cluded up to satisfactory degree. This requires a modication of the concept
approximations assuming a given pattern is included in the lower approxima-
tion of a giv enconcept if it is included in the concept up to a satisfactory
degree.
The misclassication property of the classier can be illustrated using,
e.g., a confusion matrix. Such matrix represent a report on the classication
quality of a given classier on a given data table (sample). An example of
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confusion matrix is presented below:
CONFUSION MATRIX:
Predicted
yes no yes_OR_no Not_covered
Actual yes 119 6 83 17
no 10 155 92 18
Columns in the matrix describe classier prediction. In the considered
example 119 + 10 = 129 cases hav e been classied for the decision class with
the decision value yes; 155 + 6 = 161 cases for the class with the decision
value no; 83 + 92 = 175 cases hav e been classied for the boundary region
and 17 + 18 = 35 objects hav e not been recognized on a given sample b y
the classier (i.e., they are not matched b yany rule). The ro wsdescribe the
quality of prediction. The real value yes in a given sample (data table) was for
119+6+83+17 = 225 objects. Out of them 119 hav e been properly classied
b y the classier, for 6 of them the classier predicted the decision no (while
the correct decision was yes); 83 objects with the real decision yes have been
classied to the boundary region by the classier and 17 objects with the real
decision yes hav e not been recognized b y the classier. The real value no in
a given sample (data table) was for 10+ 155+ 92+ 18 = 275 objects. Among
them 155 hav e been correctly classied by the classier; 10 of them have been
classied incorrectly; 92 objects hav e been classied to the boundary region
and 18 objects hav e not been recognized b ythe classier.
Now one can ask how to approximate incrementally the considered con-
cept on the set of objects extended b ya given set of testing objects for which
the confusion matrix has been constructed. This is in a sense a posteriori
approximation, i.e., approximation of the concept on the union of the training
and testing sets. Such approximation can be based on parameterized patterns
dened b y classiers, e.g., b ymeans of weights used for expressing dierent
v oting strategies between rules. By tuning the parameters one can search
for relevant patterns, i.e., patterns included to suÆciently high degrees in the
concept or its complement. Observe that new patterns can be related to many
dierent classiers. Hence, the approach is also related to strategies for ensem-
bles of classiers [3]. Strategies used for conict resolution in classiers can
help to induce new relevant patterns from which new strong decision rules can
be obtained. These patterns together with those dened by decision rules gen-
erated from the training set are used for the rough set concept approximation
on the extended universe of objects.
3 Conclusions
We hav e outlined the rough set approach for incremental learning of concept
approximation. It was stressed that in inductive reasoning one cannot dene
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inclusion degrees of object neighborhoods directly in to the target concepts
but only in to some relevant to such concepts patterns (e.g., left hand sides
of decision rules) (see, e.g., [23,18,1]). Such degrees together with degrees of
inclusion of patterns in target concepts make it possible to dene outputs of
classiers for new classied objects. We hav e shown that some expressions ov er
which classiers are constructed dene new patterns relevant to the concept
approximation on the extension of the training object set b y testing objects
[1 ].
Our approach is dierent from [14,19,22]. We propose to search for relevant
patterns in language dened b y conict resolution strategies rather than b y
tuning the existing rules. One of the possible extension of our work will be to
develop a method combining both approaches.
The next step of our project will be to v erify the approach on dierent
data sets.
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